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Abstract 

 

This paper reports a systematic study of the effect of CO gas on the chemical composition 

at the surface of gold-based alloys. Using DFT periodic calculations in presence of 

adsorbed CO the segregation behavior of group 9-10-11 transition metals (Ag, Cu, Pt, Pd, 

Ni, Ir, Rh, Co) substituted in semi-infinite gold surfaces is investigated. Although, CO is 

found to be more strongly adsorbed on (100) than on the (111) surface, the segregation of 

M impurities is found to be more pronounced on the (111) surface. The results reveal two 

competitive effects: the effect of M on CO and the effect of CO on M. Thus, on one hand, 

if M exists on the (100) gold facet, CO would be strongly adsorbed on it. But if M is 

initially located in the bulk, it would segregate to the (111) facet instead of the (100) in 

order to bind to CO.  

 

Keywords: Surface segregation, gold-based alloys, transition metals, CO adsorption, 

reactive gas, DFT. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Bimetallic alloy surfaces are promising candidates in heterogeneous catalysts design 

because of the possibility to tune the geometric and surface electronic structures that 

determine the chemical reactivity [1-2]. Alloying of gold catalysts, for instance, has been 

found to improve reactivity in a number of reactions including the direct synthesis of 

hydrogen peroxide from H2 and O2 [3, 4], synthesis of vinyl acetate [5], selective 

hydrogenation of butadiene [6] and so forth. In the context of CO reforming, many gold 

based alloy materials AuM (with M=Transition Metal) were introduced [7]. AuNi 

nanoalloys were reported to be more resistant to poisons than Ni catalysts [8]. Recent 

experiments on gold nanoparticles with different Ni contents show an improvement of the 

CO oxidation rate [9]. Palladium [10] and platinum [11] also emerge as good candidates 

for the enhancement of such reaction.  

In alloy topic, it is well known that the chemical composition at the surface of alloy 

systems usually differs from that in the bulk. This is because of the surface segregation 

which is largely controlled by the surface free energy. However, surface energy alone 

cannot predict the active surface state of a solid catalyst. The contributions of other 

parameters such as size and support effects as well as the influence of the adsorbates [12-

13], play a major role. While the adsorbate-induced segregation of metal alloys under the 

reaction conditions, and thus the changes in local atomic composition and surface 

structure have been predicted and demonstrated to occur for a number of gold alloy 

systems [14-15], no systematic study of AuM alloy systems, addressing the correlation 

between the surface energy of the constituent metals and the adsorption energy of 

reactant molecules and their effect on the segregation of the elements, exists. To gain a 

clear understanding at the molecular-level reactivity of CO interacting with gold-based 

alloy catalysts, model systems composed of gold surfaces doped with transition metals 

were systematically considered. Thus, the energetic and the electronic structures of the 

effect of CO interaction are studied in a series of doped Au(111) and Au(100) surfaces.  

In this paper, the results are organized as follows: in the first part the main characteristics 

of different considered alloy systems are discussed. Then the segregation behavior under 

vacuum, of group 9, 10 and 11 metal impurities diluted in gold matrix are investigated 

through the calculation of segregation energies of M (isolated atom) on low index Au 

(100) and (111) surfaces. Secondly, CO interactions with alloy surfaces and new 

segregation behaviors in presence of gas molecule are discussed.  Finally, AuM surface 
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structures in the presence of CO are described based on electronic and energetic analysis 

and discussed in detail to amend a general behavior of bimetallic alloys under CO gas.  

 

2. Computational details 

All calculations were performed using the ab-initio plane-wave pseudo-potential 

approach as implemented in VASP [16-17]. The generalized gradient approximation 

functional of the exchange–correlation energy was calculated within the Perdew, Burke, 

and Ernzerhof formulation of the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA-PBE) [18]. 

The valence electrons were treated explicitly, and their interactions with the ionic cores 

were described by the projector augmented-wave method (PAW) [19]. The selected 

description of the oxygen atomic core allows a good convergence on the energy for a 

cutoff of 450 eV. The convergence criterion for the electronic self-consistent cycle was 

fixed to 10
−6

 eV per supercell. Geometry optimizations were performed within a 

conjugate-gradient algorithm until the convergence criterion on forces (10
−2

 eV· −1
) was 

reached. A dipolar correction along the perpendicular to the slab was applied in order to 

remove the effect of electrostatic interaction between the slab and its periodic images 

along the z axis. The AuM(111) and AuM(100) systems with M= (Ag, Cu, Pt, Pd, Ni, Ir, 

Rh and Co) were modelled with periodic approach by considering slabs of six atomic 

layers representing 3x3 supercell, separated by 15   of vacuum space. The upper four 

layers of the surface were allowed to relax, while the remaining layers were fixed at the 

bulk geometry with a calculated equilibrium lattice constant of 4.17   compared to the 

experimental value of 4.08  [20]. The Brillouin zone integrations were performed on a 

Monkhorst-Pack 3x3x1 k-point mesh. A single M atom substituting one Au atom from 

different layer position of the surface, and a single CO molecule was adsorbed per unit 

cell; this yields to coverage of 0.11 monolayer (ML) of CO. The adsorption energy of 

carbon monoxide on the AuM surfaces was calculated as described by equation 1: 

 

Eads(0 K) = ECO/surf − (Esurf + ECOfree)      (Eq.1) 

 

where Esurf represents the energy of bare surface alloy, ECOfree is the energy of CO gas, 

and ECO/surf is the energy of the adsorbed system.  

For the calculation of segregation energies of metallic impurities M in the presence and 

absence of CO, metallic atom M was substituted in different layers of the Au(111) and 
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Au(100) surfaces as in references [21-23]. The segregation energy (Eseg.) of M in gold 

matrix was defined by equation 2.  

Eseg. = [ EMAu(M x-layer) –EMAu(M 4th-layer)]     (Eq.2) 

 

where EAuM(M x-layer) represents the total energy of the AuM alloy system with M atom 

located in the upper x gold layers (x= 1, 2 or 3) as illustrated by Figure 1, and EAuM(M 4th-

layer) represents the total energy of the AuM alloy system with the M atom located in the 

4
th

 gold layer, which corresponds to the presence of M impurity in the “bulk” gold. In the 

presence of adsorbed CO molecule, the segregation energies were calculated by 

considering the energetically most stable configuration regarding the position of M in 

gold slabs. More positive (negative) is the value of Eseg. more the M impurity prefers to be 

in the bulk (surface). 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of AuM(111) and AuM(100) alloy systems with metal impurity 

M (dark atom) substituting one Au atom from the (a,d) first, (b,e) second and (c) third 

layer.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1. Surface segregation under vacuum 

 

The chemical composition at the surface of a bimetallic system often differs from 

that in the bulk. This phenomenon, called surface segregation, is largely controlled by the 

surface free energy. For discussion, the experimental surface free energies [24] as well as 
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atomic radius [20] (values in brackets) of all considered 3d, 4d and 5d transition metals 

are displayed in Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Experimental 

surface energies 3d, 4d 

and 5d transition metals 

of group 9. 10 and 11 

[24] and atomic radius 

(values in brackets ( )) 

[20] 

 

Except for silver, all transition metals (M) in groups 9, 10 and 11 of the periodic table 

have higher surface energies and lower atomic radius than those of gold. This predicts a 

surface segregation of gold atoms in AuM alloy systems.  Figures 3A and 3B report the 

evolution of DFT segregation energies Eseg. (calculated from Eq. (2)) of M impurities in 

Au(111) and Au(100) matrixes, respectively.  

 

 

A) 
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B) 

Figure 3: Calculated segregation energies Eseg. (Calculated from Eq. (2)) of M impurities 

in all computed configurations of  A) AuM(111) and B) AuM(100) alloys. 

 

Table 1: Under vacuum; DFT segregation energies Eseg. (calculated from Eq. (2)) of M 

impurities in Au(111) and Au(100) matrixes and relative segregation anisotropy values. 

AuM Eseg (eV) Segregation anisotropy (eV) 

(111) (100) Eseg(111) - Eseg(100) 

Ag 0.069 0.023 0.046 

Cu 0.271 0.265 0.006 

Pt 0.364 0.458 -0.094 

Pd 0.397 0.416 -0.019 

Ni 0.454 0.484 -0.030 

Ir 0.503 0.788 -0.285 

Rh 0.525 0.741 -0.216 

Co 0.494 0.620  -0.126 

 

 

 

As it can be seen in both figures, the segregation behaviors of M impurities in 

gold almost follow the order of surface energy increasing, particularly on (100) bi-

metallic surface. Thus, the positive energetic values of Eseg on the first surface layer 
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indicate a systematic segregation of gold and the preference of all metal impurities M to 

be on the bulk.  

Interestingly, according to the chemical nature of M impurity, its low stability on the 

surface could depend or not on the orientation. This could be illustrated by the 

segregation anisotropy values reported in Table 1. The segregation anisotropy were 

calculated as the difference between the segregation energy of M impurity (located on the 

first layer) of (111) and of (100) surfaces.  Large negative values of segregation 

anisotropy were found for Co, Rh and Ir which indicate a strong preference of these 

impurities to segregate toward the more compact (111) surface. This behavior could be 

related to two effects which are the surface bond breaking (3 for (111) and 4 for (100) 

surface) and the strong cohesive energy of the corresponding M impurity (4.44 eV atom
-1

 

for Co, 5.75 eV atom
-1

 for Rh and 6.94 eV atom
-1

 for Ir). Extrapolating this result to the 

AuM nanoparticles (generally formed by (111) and (100) facets), one could predict to 

find more M impurities of group 9 on the (111) facets than on the (100). In contrast, for 

AuCu, AuPd and AuNi alloy systems no significant effect of surface orientation is found. 

For AuAg alloy, the calculated segregation energies of Ag impurity on the first surface 

layer are so small that we cannot directly predict favorable segregation of elements. The 

atomic radius in elemental Ag and Au are very similar (1.45 and 1.44  , respectively), so 

there is a negligible strain-induced driving force to induce segregation. The electronic 

structures and chemical properties are also similar, resulting in fairly weak interactions 

between the gold and silver atoms. These properties are consistent with the phase 

diagram for silver–gold alloys, which form a continuous series of solid solutions over the 

entire bulk concentration range. However, many experimental and theoretical studies, for 

instance, using Ion Scattering technique on clean polycrystalline AuAg surfaces [25-26] 

or molecular dynamics [27-28] demonstrated unambiguously that silver segregates to 

these surfaces.  

Analyzing the behavior of metal impurities located on the second layer gold surfaces 

(Figures 3A and 3B), it appears that on (100) surface, Cu impurity strongly prefers to be 

in the sub-surface layer than in the bulk (Eseg.(100)=-0.094 eV). This result corroborates 

well with experimental founding where earlier Low Electron Energy Diffraction 

observations [29] on the (100) surface of Au3Cu have shown a strong enrichment in Cu in 

the second layer with a nearly pure Au termination. Let us add that the calculated 

segregation energies of M impurities located on the 3
rd

 layer of gold slabs are very close 

to zero, which indicates a bulk like behavior at this position. 
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3.2. CO-induced segregation: 

 

3.2.1. CO adsorption 

 

Different initial configurations with positions close to and far from the metal 

impurity were considered in the study of the adsorption of CO molecule on bimetallic 

surfaces. The numerical results for the most favorable CO adsorption configuration on 

each surface alloy are depicted in Table 2. As it can be seen for all AuM surfaces, where 

the transition metal impurities M are substituted in the first layer of Au(111) and 

Au(100), the CO adsorption is more favorable when CO interacts with the metal impurity 

M, with the exception of the adsorption of CO on AuAg(111) surface, in which CO 

interacts preferentially with gold atom adjacent to the silver impurity. In all other systems 

the most favorable adsorption sites are the top sites on which the calculated carbon-

surface bond lengths vary from 2.03   (on pure (111) gold) to 1.75   (on AuNi(100)). 

The interactions of CO with coinage metal atoms Au, Ag and Cu are predicted to be the 

smallest (see table 2). In contrast, the presence of highly cohesive metal impurities such 

as Ni, Pt, Rh or Ir has a strong effect in the stabilization of the CO adsorption on gold 

surfaces. Indeed, the CO adsorption energy varies from moderate values calculated for 

the pure gold surfaces, i.e., -0.33 eV on Au(111) and -0.53 eV on Au(100), or -0.73 eV 

on AuCu(111) and –0.86 eV on AuCu(100), to a higher adsorption energy value of -2.57 

eV and -2.67 eV calculated for CO interaction with AuIr(111) and AuIr(100), 

respectively. For AuAg alloy system, CO prefers to adsorb on top of gold atom adjacent 

to the silver impurity (instead of top-Ag site) with an adsorption energy (-0.47 eV) 

similar to the one calculated on pure Au(100). 

The calculated adsorption energies of CO on Top of M impurities suggest a local 

character for the CO-surface interaction. Indeed, the calculated adsorption energies for 

CO on pure metal surfaces M are very similar to the calculated adsorption energies on the 

diluted M impurities in gold surfaces. For instance, the adsorption of CO on pure Rh 

(111) and (100) surfaces are calculated to be of -2.01eV (hcp site) and -2.07eV (4fh site), 

respectively. These values are similar to the calculated energies for CO on top of Rh 

impurity in Au(111), Eads = -2.05 eV and in Au(100), Eads =-2.14 eV. In addition, the 

adsorption energies calculated for CO adsorbed on gold atoms in the vicinity of M 

impurities are similar to those calculated on pure gold surface. Meanwhile, upon the 

incorporation of M in gold sub-layers, i.e. when M impurities are located on the second, 
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third or fourth layer of the slab, the CO behaves similarly than on pure gold surface. For 

instance, adsorption energies of CO on top gold atom with Ir impurity located in the 

second, third or fourth layer of gold (111) matrix are calculated to be of -0.37 eV, -0.34 

eV and -0.35 eV, respectively. These values are very similar to the adsorption values of 

CO on pure gold (-0.33 eV). 

 

Table 2: DFT calculated adsorption energies Eads (calculated from equation Eq. (1)) and 

optimized geometry distances of CO adsorbed on pure gold and AuM (111) and (100) 

surfaces. 

Surface Adsorption site Eads dC-surf* dC-O** 

Au(111) Top -0.33 2.03 (Au) 1.15 

AuAg (111) Top-Au -0.33 2.02 (Au) 1.15 

AuCu(111) Top-Cu -0.73 1.87 (Cu) 1.15 

AuPt(111) Top-Pt -1.64 1.86 (Pt) 1.16 

AuPd(111) Top-Pd -1.15 1.91 (Pd) 1.15 

AuNi(111) Top-Ni -1.60 1.76 (Ni) 1.16 

AuIr(111) Top-Ir -2.57 1.83 (Ir) 1.17 

AuRh(111) Top-Rh -2.05 1.84 (Rh) 1.16 

AuCo(111) Top-Co -2.05 1.73 (Co) 1.17 

 

Au(100) 

Top-Au 

 

Bridge Au-Au 

-0.47 

 

-0.53 

2.00 (Au) 

 

2.14 (Au); 2.14 (Au) 

1.17 

 

1.17 

AuAg(100) Top-Au -0.47 2.00 (Au) 1.15 

AuCu(100) Top-Cu -0.86 1.85 (Cu) 1.15 

AuPt(100) Top-Pt -1.72 1.85 (Pt) 1.16 

AuPd(100) Top-Pd -1.21 1.90 (Pd) 1.16 

AuNi(100) Top-Ni -1.68 1.75 (Ni) 1.16 

AuIr(100) Top-Ir -2.67 1.83 (Ir)  1.17 

AuRh(100) Top-Rh -2.14 1.83 (Rh)  1.16 

AuCo(100) Top-Co -2.14 1.73 (Co) 1.17 

* Distance from the Carbone to the nearest metal atoms on the surface 

** C-O bond length 
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Table 3: -DFT adsorption energies Eads. (calculated from Eq. (1)) of CO on M impurities 

in Au(111) and Au(100) matrixes and relative adsorption anisotropy values. 

 

AuM Eads (eV) Adsorption anisotropy (eV) 

(111) (100) Eads(111) – Eads(100) 

Ag -0.33 -0.47 0.14 

Cu -0.73 -0.86 0.13 

Pt -1.64 -1.72 0.08 

Pd -1.15 -1.21 0.06 

Ni -1.60 -1.68 0.08 

Ir -2.57 -2.67 0.10 

Rh -2.05 -2.14 0.09 

Co -2.05 -2.14 0.09 

 

Concerning the orientation effect, comparison of the adsorption energies on the two 

considered surface orientations shows small variations of adsorption anisotropy as a 

function of M impurities (see Table 3). The CO interactions are always stronger on the 

(100) than on the (111) surface. The smaller variation occurs for the AuPd surfaces ( + 

0.06 eV) and the largest one is found for the AuAg surfaces ( + 0.14eV). In addition, 

considering only adsorption of CO en Top position, it appears that the strongest 

anisotropy effect is induced by pure gold since the difference between the CO adsorption 

on Au (100) (-0.47 eV) and on Au (111) (-0.33eV) is of + 0.14 eV. 

 

3.2.2. Surface segregation of M elements 

 

Adsorbate-induced segregation has previously been observed in gold-based 

alloys, where strong binding of an adsorbate such CO [23,30], NO [31-32], O and O2 [21-

22] to the metal with the highest cohesive energy causes segregation of that metal to the 

surface the opposite of what is observed in vacuum. In a recent work, we have reported 

oxygen-induced segregation of 10 group transition metal impurities M (M = Pt, Pd, and 

Ni) alloyed with gold. Platinum and Nickel which, as shown before, prefer to be in the 

gold bulk matrix under vacuum, show a completely reversed segregation in presence of 

small amount of oxygen [22]. The Pd, which segregation energy was shown to be atomic 
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oxygen coverage dependant [21], with more than 1/3 ML being necessary to induce its 

segregation, shows high stability on the gold surface in presence of only one adsorbed 

oxygen molecule. In the present work, CO-induced segregations of group 9-10-11 

transition metals (Cu, Ni, Pd, Pt, Rh, and Co), substituted in gold (111) and (100) 

surfaces are confirmed. These results are illustrated by the negative curves, reported in 

Figure 4, representing segregation behavior of metal impurities located on the different 

surface layer of gold. The negative segregation energies indicate the high stability of M 

(Cu, Pt, Pd, Ni, Ir, Rh, Co) on the alloy first layer surfaces. Positive but very close to zero 

energies are predicted for silver located on gold (111) and (100) surfaces. 

 

Table 4: In presence of CO; DFT segregation energies Eseg. (calculated from Eq. (2)) of 

M impurities in Au(111) and Au(100) matrixes and relative segregation anisotropy 

values. 

 

CO-AuM Eseg (eV) Segregation anisotropy 

(eV) 

(111) (100) Eseg(111) - Eseg(100) 

Ag 0.177 0.010 0.167 

Cu -0.128 -0.136 0.008 

Pt -0.933 -0.807 -0.126 

Pd -0.419 -0.244 -0.175 

Ni -0.796 -0.738 -0.058 

Ir -1.716 -1.407 -0.309 

Rh -1.178 -0.930 -0.248 

Co -1.213 -1.045 -0.168 
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A) 

 

B) 

Figure 4: Calculated segregation energies Eseg.of M impurities in presence of CO for all 

computed configurations A) CO-AuM(111) and B) CO-AuM(100) alloys. 
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The calculated segregation energies (Eseg), in presence of CO adsorbed on (100) and 

(111) gold surface layer, see Table 4, show strong segregation anisotropy with energy 

variation goes from -0.309 eV for Ir to +0.167 for silver. Except for Ag, the (111) surface 

remains the preferred orientation for M segregation interacting with CO. No segregation 

anisotropy was found for copper.  

Interestingly, the stronger adsorption energies of M impurities on (100) alloy surfaces 

compared to the (111) do not induce a better segregation toward the (100) facet. Indeed, 

as the adsorption anisotropy is mostly generated by gold and slightly depends on the 

chemical nature of M, the segregation anisotropy has the same tendency in presence or in 

absence of CO. To put it simply, except for Ag and Cu, it is more unfavorable (or less 

favorable), under vacuum conditions, to put M in the (100) surface then on the (111). 

This is due to classic reasons of broken bonds (see section 3.1). The adsorption of 

reactive gas induces the addition of a negative energy which depends more weakly on the 

orientation and it thus remains always less favorable (more unfavorable) to put M in the 

surface (100) then on (111) under CO. For Ag and Cu, the reasoning remains the same by 

inverting the signs.  

However, deeper analyses of permutation, segregation and adsorption effects are needed 

to go beyond our simple interpretation on flat surfaces. Indeed,  previous DFT energetic 

and electronic analysis on small AuPd nanoparticles (where only edges and (111) facets 

exist), show that, under conditions where migration and restructuring can occur, Pd 

would migrate towards the edge positions and strongly bind to CO [23, 33]. 

 

3.2.3. Electronic structure analysis  

 

The density of states (DOS) is an important quantity for understanding the 

bonding in a compound. According to the d-band model developed by Hammer and 

Nørskov [34-35], the position of the d-band center relative to the Fermi level is the main 

parameter controlling adsorption. In order to rationalize the trends in CO adsorption on 

considered alloy systems, all M d-bands recorded in clean and CO adsorbed AuM(111) 

and MAu(100) surfaces are presented in Figure 5.   
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Figure 5: d-band DOSs (states/eV) in clean (dashed bleu lines) and CO-adsorbed (bold red 

lines) AuM alloy surfaces. Dashed vertical lines correspond to the d-band centers relative to 

the Fermi energy (E-EFermi (eV)). 

 

Under vacuum (clean surfaces), when an M impurity is diluted in the gold surface layer, 

its d-band is characterized by a narrow peak which lies below the Fermi level. The 

position of the mean peak toward the Fermi level depends on the density of available d 

states. Thus, for coinage M (Ag and Cu) which are nearly filled 1B metals, the position of 

d-band centers are shifted large away from the Fermi level. This shift is reduced for M 

metals of group 10 (Pt, Pd and Ni) and become very small for (Ir, Rh and Co). After 

adsorption and due to the overlap between the electronic orbitals of CO and those of the 

surface atoms, the width of the d-bands on M are found to increase. In addition, 

compared to the clean surfaces, the positions of the d-band centers are systematically up 

shifted which should indicate an electron donation to the CO band by an M-atop site 

surrounded by Au atoms in the bimetallic alloy surfaces. In Figure 6 the upshift in d-band 

centers of M atoms, recorded upon CO adsorption, are analyzed for both (111) and (100) 

surface orientations. The diagram shows a pronounced effect of surface orientation on the 

AuPd system in which the upshift in d-band center on (111) surface is higher by more 

than 30% compared to (100) surface. This observed electronic process would predict a 

different behavior for Pd-CO interactions occurring on the (111) or the (100) facets. A 

slight effect of the surface orientation is found for Ni, Cu and Pt impurities and no effect 

is recorded for Co, Rh and Ir metal group. 

 

Figure 6: d-band shifts induced by CO adsorption on AuM(111) (dark color) and on 

AuM(100) (light color). 
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3. Conclusion 

 

First-principles total energy calculations and electronic structure analysis were carried out 

to investigate the effect of CO on the structure of gold-based alloys. For this purpose, 

model systems composed of gold surfaces doped with transition metals were considered. 

The results show a systematic surface segregation of metal impurities in presence of CO 

on the surface. To study the effect of surface orientation, energetic and electronic 

properties are computed and compared on both (111) and (100) surfaces. Obviously, the 

stability of highly cohesive metal impurities is always stronger in (111) alloy systems; in 

the bulk under vacuum and on the surface under reactive gas. However, the preference of 

M impurities to segregate toward the (111) alloy surface instead of the (100) cannot be 

directly linked to the strength of M-CO interactions over the alloy surfaces. Except 

copper, CO induced segregations occurring on investigated AuM systems are found to be 

strongly dependent on the surface orientation. 

From these results we learn how the acknowledgment of local arrangement of atoms in 

presence of adsorbed gas is of primary importance before designing specific structure in 

bimetallic alloys for catalytic purpose. 
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